THEMELESS CHALLENGER #5
by Trip Payne

ACROSS
1  Where wares are
6  Golf scoring system
15  Plump fowl
16  Regardless
17  A Passage to India heroine
18  Underworld judge in The Last Judgment
19  It includes the Sun and the Moon
21  R&B singer Faith
23  Ready to fire
25  Rocks in a sling
26  “De gustibus non ___ disputandum”
27  Logic problem
28  Painting at the Getty Center
31  Inoffensive cry
33  Enter the station, perhaps
35  Clinton’s Secretary of Health and Human Services
37  Massachusetts symbol
41  Be unbelievable, in a way
43  Inclusive term
44  Malia, to Sasha
47  Flying Cloud and Royale, for two
49  Shard
50  French individual
51  It’s often 100 meters long
53  Supt.’s concern
54  Snap alternative
57  Angler’s place
59  Perk up
61  Bug
62  It may prevent burning
63  Funnel-shaped garment
64  Certain musical fanatics
65  What grooms may groom

DOWN
1  Broadcasts
2  Jewish women’s organization
3  Lehár’s “The Land of Smiles”, for one
4  Water ___
5  Brad Pitt movie
6  Elucidate
7  Disneyland’s Haunted Mansion used to require one
8  Hamburger appreciation
9  First name of a 2005 Oscar winner
10  Connecticut town for which a disease is named
11  The P of P.I.
12  Places for rocking chairs, sometimes
13  Straightaway
14  They’re “okay”
20  Bored note-takers, perhaps
24  Sound that stops at the cradle
29  Part of a discus
30  Digging
32  Niche
34  Some linemen
36  Terr. relative
38  Gloats
39  He plays McSteamy on Grey’s Anatomy
40  Patrons of the arts
42  Got to the point?
44  Helping hand
45  Like many couples
46  Crew members
48  It runs off at the mouth
52  Ballerina description
55  E-mail folder
56  Biking or hiking place
58  Chihuahua chamber
60  Be unbelievable, in a way